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11th December 2020 

 
 
Dear Carers/Parents, 

 

As we reach the end of an incredibly tough year, I felt it important to mark the passing of 2020 and 

the challenges we have jointly faced, but also to celebrate the achievements of our school community 

at Danesgate. 

2020 will be remembered for many reasons, many of them obvious and linked to the global pandemic.  

For Danesgate and the pupils in our community we will remember the year as a year when our 

community came together and showed the very best that we can offer. 

The resilience of our pupils has really shone through.  At what could have been a time when pupils 

may have been reticent to attend, we have seen excellent attendance and even improved upon the 

previous year.  The support from Carers and Parents has been amazing, with warm appreciation for 

the staff and team around the children in our care – understanding of the challenges the school has 

been presented with by COVID and our navigation of the myriad issues forthcoming – this is hugely 

appreciated.  The staff team at Danesgate have really underlined the strength of the relationships and 

links within the community – from our fleet drivers dropping off Free School Meal vouchers during the 

lockdown, to our staff in our newly-formed groups, building key relationships and nurturing the pupils 

through tricky times, a huge thank you.  Relationships are certainly the bedrock of a school and none 

more so than in a community such as Danesgate. 

Although the key messages of this term were always to nurture and support our pupils, it is excellent 

to see strong academic progress throughout a very difficult term – a huge well done to your children.  

Carers/parents of Y11 pupils and primary pupils may have read recently about the adaptations to 

examinations in the Summer Term, 2021, with slimmed down content and examinations, along with 

more generous grading and advanced notice of topics.   As ever we will respond to these changes, and 

ensure that pupils are placed at the centre of what we do as a community. 

 

A reminder that Monday January 4th is an INSET day and pupils will not be attending on this day – we 

will look forward to seeing pupils at Danesgate on Tuesday 5th January 2021. 

It remains to wish you all warm seasonal greetings and all the very best for 2021. 

Sincerely, 

 

Mark Richardson 

 Head Teacher 
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